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ABSTRACT
Despite significant progress in computer vision, pattern recognition, and image analysis, artifacts in
imaging still hampers the progress in many scientific fields relying on the results of image analysis. We here present
an advanced image-based artifacts suppression algorithm for high-resolution tomography. The algorithm is based on
guided filtering of a reconstructed image mapped from the Cartesian to the polar coordinates space. This postprocessing method efficiently reduces both ring- and radial streak artifacts in a reconstructed image. Radial streak
artifacts can appear in tomography with an off-center rotation of a large object over 360 degrees used to increase the
reconstruction field of view. We successfully applied the developed algorithm for improving x-ray phase-contrast
images of human post-mortem pineal gland and olfactory bulbs.
Keywords: guided filter, orthotropic artifacts, ring artifacts, radial streak artifacts, polar coordinates, pineal gland,
olfactory bulb.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision, pattern recognition, and image analysis for biomedical imaging applications have developed
rapidly in recent decades and have played an important role in image registration, image retrieval, image processing,
image analysis, and interpretation. These techniques help to efficiently retrieve relevant information in images.
However, accurate results largely depend on the quality of the original images.
Synchrotron tomography is an effective tool for high-resolution 3D visualization of the interior structure of a
wide variety of objects, including biological samples. Image acquisition methods have improved significantly over
recent decades, and, nowadays, x-ray tomography is capable of reaching the micro- and nano-scale [1-3].
For the analysis of soft-tissue structures such as the brain, biomedical applications require apart from the high
spatial resolution, the possibility of low-absorbing tissue visualization with a high image contrast [4]. X-ray phasecontrast tomography (XPCT) is an advanced imaging technique particularly adapted for soft biological tissue
visualization. XPCT uses information about X-ray attenuation or/and phase changes in the object to reconstruct its
interior structure.
Tomographic images of both high- and low- x-ray absorbing tissues can be affected by artifacts, and the image
quality might significantly degenerate if image artifacts overlay the sample structural information [5, 6]. Artifacts
suppression in tomographic reconstructions is generally performed with pre-processing algorithms. However, the
pre-processing step does not always effectively remove artifacts [7, 8]; moreover, it might introduce new artifacts
and distortions [8]. Thus post-processing procedure should be considered as an essential step for image
reconstruction.
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A number of algorithms for ring and streak artifacts correction have been developed and implemented in
computed tomography, in particular, as a post-processing step with an image mapped from the Cartesian to the polar
coordinates space [9-14].
The aim of this study was to propose an effective post-processing method to reduce both the circle- and radial
streak artifacts in computed tomography, specifically, in XPCT imaging with projections collected according to the
so-called half acquisition mode (i.e., an off-center rotation of a large object over 360 degrees in order to increase the
effective width of the field-of-view of the detector). The algorithm is based on a guiding filtering of the
reconstructed image. The developed filter operates in the polar coordinates space, where ring- and radial streak
artifacts would be represented as families of parallel stripes. The stripes corresponding to ring- and radial streak
artifacts are perpendicular to each other and parallel to polar axes. Therefore the strategy of orthotropic artifacts
suppression [15] is an appropriate approach to improve the image quality. These facts permitted to greatly simplify
the task and helped to develop an efficient filter for artifacts suppression. The developed algorithm for artifacts
removal was applied to the XPCT images of human post-mortem pineal gland and olfactory bulbs.

2. GUIDED FILTER FOR ARTIFACTS SUPPRESSION IN XPCT IMAGING EXPERIMENT
We propose an effective image method to reduce both ring- and radial streak artifacts in tomographic images.
We applied our algorithm for X-ray phase-contrast tomography (XPCT) of post-mortem human pineal gland and
olfactory bulb.

2.1 Samples
We investigated three post-mortem human samples: two olfactory bulbs and one pineal gland. The study was
carried out on autopsy material obtained from the collection of Federal State Scientific Institution Research Institute
of Human Morphology (Moscow, Russian Federation). All protocols were approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Research Institute of Human Morphology of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (now FSSI Research
Institute of Human Morphology) (No. 6A of October 19, 2009) and are in correspondence with instructions of the
Declaration of Helsinki including points 7-10 for human material from 12.01.1996 with the last amendments from
19.12.2016.

2.2 XPCT experiment and phase reconstruction
Inline XPCT is a phase-sensitive X-ray imaging technique providing 3D visualization with enhanced soft-tissue
contrast. The data were acquired at the P05 beamline of the synchrotron facility PETRA III, DESY , operated by the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht [16].

Figure1. A schematic view of the phase-contrast tomography experiment as used at beamline P05, PETRA III, DESY,
Hamburg, Germany, operated by Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht. The sample was placed downstream of the monochromator.
The detector was placed at a near-field distance of 0.5 m from the sample. The sample was rotated by 360 degrees with stepwise
rotation and

The setup of the experiment is schematically shown in Fig.1. An object was illuminated with monochromatic Xray beam with energy 25 keV. The sample was mounted on a stage supplying its translation and rotation. The CMOS
(KIT) detector was placed at a near-field distance with a sample-detector distance of 0.5 m. Effective pixel size was
about of 1.28x1.28 micron2, field of view of 6.56 x 4.92 mm2, and an exposure time of 70 ms for each projection.
The object was rotated by 360 degrees with stepwise rotation, and projections were collected according to the
half acquisition mode [17]. This detection method is based on an off-center rotation of the sample over 360 degrees.
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Usually, half acquisition mode is used when the projected image of the object does not fit entirely in the field of
view of the detector (FOV). The FOV can be artificially increased by rotating the object over 360 degrees.
4000 projections were acquired per scan. The pixel size was 1.28x1.28 micron2.

The raw data were pre-processed with the flat-/dark-fields correction and a phase-contrast retrieval was applied
to each projection:
2π

𝑇 = λ𝑧 �𝐹 −1 �

𝐹[𝐼(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧=𝐷)/𝐼0 −1]
2 +α�
�𝑘𝑥2 +𝑘𝑦

�� ,

(1)

where T is the retrieved image, α is a regularization parameter which regulates the trade-off between blurring and
suppression of phase-contrast induced fringes, λ is the wave length corresponding to the energy E, (kx ,ky) are spatial
frequencies reciprocal to (x, y),. I0 is the incident intensity, however for practical reasons the intensity was measured
at distance D without the sample and this is thus just an approximation of I0.
To obtain Eq.(1) we used a linearization of the Transport of Intensity equation with an additional
regularization for the singularity at zero frequency. The set of projections Eq.(1) was utilized to reconstruct the 3D
image of the sample with Filtered Back Projection method (FBP) using the tomographic reconstruction pipepline
[18]. The reconstructed images of the human olfactory bulbs are shown in Figs.2a, 3a. Figure 4a represents the
image of the human pineal gland with ring and radial streaks artifacts.

Figure 2. The reconstructed images of human olfactory bulb (a) image of the sample in the Cartesian coordinates shows the ring
artifacts, (b) the same image as (a) after suppression of ring artifacts, (c-e) the polar coordinates: (c) image with ring artifacts
visible as vertical gray strips, (d) ring artifacts, (e) image after the artifacts suppression.
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Figure 3. The reconstructed images of the human olfactory bulb (a-b) the Cartesian coordinates: (a) image of the sample with the
radial streak artifacts, (b) the same image as (a) after suppression of radial streak artifacts, (c-e) the polar coordinates: (c) image
with radial streak artifacts visible as horizontal stripes, (d) radial streak artifacts, (e) image after the artifacts suppression.

Figure 4. The reconstructed images of the human pineal gland (a-c) the Cartesian coordinates: (a) image of the sample with both
ring- and radial streak artifacts; (b) the same image as in figure (a) after suppression of radial streak artifacts; (c) the same image
as in figure (b) after suppression of ring artifacts; (d-h) the polar coordinates: (d) image with both streak- and ring artifacts visible
as mutually perpendicular strips, (e) radial streak artifacts, (f) image after the radial streak artifacts suppression, (g) ring artifacts,
(h) image after the rings artifact suppression.
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2.3 Cartesian and polar coordinates converting
As a first step, the developed algorithm converts the Cartesian coordinates to the polar coordinates:

ρ = �(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐 )2
𝑦−𝑦

θ = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 𝑥−𝑥𝑐 ,
𝑐

(2)
(3)

where the origin of the Cartesian space (xc, yc) is set in the center of the image, (x, y) denotes the sampling pixel in
the Cartesian coordinates, (ρ, θ) denotes the radius and the angular position in the polar coordinates.
One of the main properties of the Cartesian to polar coordinates transformation is a conversion of
concentric rings and radial lines in the Cartesian coordinates into straight lines along the θ and ρ axis directions in
the polar coordinates, respectively.

2.4 Filter for artifacts suppression in XPCT imaging of biological objects
The algorithm proposed here might be regarded as guided filtering [19] in the polar space. Guided
filtering uses the content of an auxiliary image (a guidance image) to perform the filtering procedure at the original
(the guided) image. In our research, as a guided input, we used the tomographic images distorted with ring- and/or
radial streak artifacts. The guidance images have been generated from the corresponding guided input such a way
that the local contrast would not be distorted by artifacts. The main contribution to the filtered result comes from the
pixels of the guided image with values close to the guidance image pixels. Thus, any low-frequency distortion of the
guidance image practically does not affect the filtered output.
The proposed algorithm is based on the Cartesian-polar transformation of the image and in-line scale
filtering. In the Cartesian coordinates, rings artifacts appear as a complete or incomplete concentric rings around the
center of rotation of the tomographic setup. Ring artifacts mainly occur due to miscalibrated or defective detector
elements. Figure 2a shows a ring distortion of the image after reconstruction. Streak artifacts shown in Figs. 3a,4a
are visible as radial stripes running from the center of the image. In the polar coordinates, both ring- and radial streak
artifacts would be converted to families of parallel stripes (in case of streak artifacts, the stripes have a tapering
profile). Furthermore, the stripes corresponding to ring- and streak artifacts are mutually perpendicular. Therefore
the problem of the artifacts can be solved with an orthotropic artifacts suppression method by guided filtering. To
construct the guidance image, we calculated the derivative of the image in the horizontal direction (with finite
difference method), i.e. in the direction perpendicular to the vertical stripes [20]. As a next step, for each column we
performed one direction median filtering to reduce the contribution of the high-frequency noise component and
applied the cumulative summation operation line by line resulting in an image preserving low-frequency
components. The final guidance image was created by subtracting the result from the guided image. After the
generation of the guidance image, we performed the guiding filtering operation. We used a local model between the
guidance I and the filtered output q:

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑎𝑘 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑏𝑘 , ∀𝑖 ∈ ω𝑘

(4)

where (ak bk) are linear coefficients assumed constant in a window ωk centered at the pixel k.
The coefficients (ak, bk) can be found as a solution of the linear ridge regression model [21] and are given
by the expressions

ak =

1
∑
I p −µk ����
pk
|ω| i∈ωk i i
2
σk +ε

bk = p
���k − 𝑎𝑘 µ𝑘 ,

(5)

(6)

where σ2𝑘 and µ𝑘 are the variance and the mean of I in the window ωk respectively, |ω| is the number of pixels in ωk,
and ���
𝑝𝑘 is the mean value of p in ωk, where p is the input image.
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The final guiding output was found as

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑎�𝚤 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑏�𝚤

(7)

where 𝑎�𝚤 and 𝑏�𝚤 are the average coefficients of all windows overlapping i.

The reconstructed image of the sample with suppressed artifacts was obtained as a result of the mapping
of output Eq.(7) from polar to Cartesian coordinates.

2.5 Suppression of radial streak artifacts
As it was mentioned before, a concentric rings and radial lines in the Cartesian coordinates are mapped
into straight lines along the θ and ρ axis directions in polar coordinates, respectively. However if artifacts in the
Cartesian coordinates are not lines but stripes, the mapping of the images to the polar coordinates space leads to the
broadening of stripes profile in the direction of short ρ (see images in the polar coordinates in Figs.2-3).
It takes place for the following reason. To prevent missing of image pixels at large radius ρ=Rmax the
sampling in the angular direction should satisfy the next condition [22]:

𝑛θ ≥ 2π𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,

(8)

where nθ is the number of samples (points) in the angular direction. A square reconstructed image in the Cartesian
coordinates is given with the size 2Rmax x2Rmax pixels.
This leads to oversampling of the image pixels at short distances ρ. Indeed, in order to sample radius ρ
evenly covers 360 degrees in angular direction for θ =0,… nθ , the number of samples nθ should be significantly
increased at short distances. Since no information is gained from oversampling area the number of samples in the
angular direction should be adapted according to the size of ρ [22].
We generated the series of images rescaled along θ axis in a step-like manner with the scaling factor k
increasing along θ axis from 1/12 to 1 with step 1/3. This procedure helps us on the one hand to avoid the
broadening of radial streak artifacts at short distances ρ and on the other hand to prevent missing of image pixels at
the large distance Rmax. For each scaled image, orthotropic artifacts were suppressed using the algorithm described in
Ref [20]. Each image with suppressed artifacts was converted to the Cartesian coordinates. The central square part of
the images in the Cartesian coordinates with the side length given by n/21/2 k and satisfying the sampling condition
was cut and inserted into the final output image.

2.6 Artifacts suppression in biological samples
The olfactory bulb images before- and after suppression of ring artifacts are shown in Figs.2a and 2b,
respectively. Figures 2c,e represent the images of the samples with ring artifacts (vertical gray stripes) and with the
suppressed artifacts, respectively, in the polar coordinates. Figure 2d is the result of the subtraction of Fig.2c and
Fig.2e. Figures 3a,b shows the olfactory bulb image with radial streak artifacts. Figures 3c,e are images with the
radial streak artifacts (horizontal stripes) and without the artifacts, respectively, in the polar coordinates. Figure 3d
illustrates the difference between Fig.3c and Fig.3e.
Figure 4 illustrates the process of the suppression of both ring and radial streak artifacts in the image of
the human pineal gland. Figures 4a shows a reconstructed image with artifacts. Figures 4b,c are results after radial
streak and ring artifacts suppression, respectively. Figures 4d-f illustrate the radial streak artifacts (horizontal stripes)
suppression in the polar coordinates. Figures 4f-h show the ring artifacts (vertical stripes) suppression in the polar
coordinates.

2.7 Computational platform
Data pre-processing, phase retrieval, and FBP reconstruction were done with the software of beamline P05
at PETRA III provided by HZG [18] which uses the ASTRA toolbox [23] as backend for the tomographic backprojection. The guided filter for orthotropic artifacts suppression was developed by Smart Engines Service LLC [20].
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3D rendering procedures were done using image processing program Fiji /ImageJ [24].

3. CONCLUSION
The ability to effectively suppress artifacts in tomography images is essential in many scientific fields,
including biomedicine. To improve image quality, different methods and correction algorithms are included in a
synchrotron beam line software package. In particularly, scans can be acquired with random lateral translations of
the sample between projections (offered at P05), which is effective to reduce artifacts. This however, increases scan
times and is not always a relevant option, especially for in situ or time-resolved scans or when the sample is prone to
movements during the scan. Therefore pre-processing steps might not be sufficient and user would be engaged in
problem of residual artifacts suppression in reconstructed images.
Here we propose the algorithm incorporated the guided filtering method in the polar space to suppression
artifacts in a reconstructed tomographic image. The proposed algorithm is based on Cartesian-polar transformation
that greatly simplified the task reducing the problem of ring- and radial streak artifacts removal in the Cartesian
space to simple orthotropic artifacts suppression procedure in the polar coordinates space.
It was shown that proposed algorithm suppress the artifacts in XPCT reconstructed images of human postmortem pineal gland and olfactory bulbs and help to retrieve the lost information. As future work we plan to expand
our approach to non-radial streak artifacts suppression. Application of vanishing points detectors [25] would enable
to localize the center of streak artifacts and to rectify new center of the polar coordinate system.
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